
'very 'justiy expresses the present state of the water 
service at'Pari!;, and it is a justHication of the efforts 
that he has been incessantly making for several years, 
under the successive direction of Messrs. Belgrand, 
Alphand, and Oouche, to perfect the double line of 
piping that constitutes one of the most interesting 
peculiarities of the service. 

' 

It is unnecessary to say that the two parts of this 
system are interdependent, so that one can supply the 
othet' in the case of a failure of either. Yet, when we 
examine the other kinds of water introduced into Paris, 
we experience a certain dread at the idea of a substitu
tion or mixture of them in the 
mains. 

The administration asserts 
that such a mixture never oc
curs, and we believe it; but 
a substitution of one of these 
waters for another is obliga
tory in certain cases. When 
an accident happens to the 
piping, or when the sources 
fail in summer, the Seine 
water is substituted for a short 
time for that of the Vanne in 
certain quarters, and after the 
public has been notified of it 
through the newspapers. • 

These stations comprise a pressure gauge, affixed to a 
lamp post, and connected in the sewer with an appa
ratus consisting of two superposed cylinders of thick 
glass separated by a rubber diaphragm, which forms a 
passive partition between the ascending column and 
the branch that communicates with the water main. 
A brass cage guards the glass against external shocks, 
and allows of a verification, at any time, of t,he state 
of the diaphragm, which should remain horizontal as 
long as the apparatus is in a condition for operating 
normally. 

As the diaphragm acts only as a partition between 
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takes a minute to escape from the chamber, a volume 
of water will pas� during the same time, under the di
rect pressure of the conduit, through the orifices, S, 0, 
T. In order that the same volume shall flow under all 
pressures, a movable tube with apertures is introduced 
into the orifice, S, in order to reduce the velocity of the 
water according to the pressure to which the cock is 
su bmi tted. 

In this way the water may be distributed at discre
tion and without control: but it is impossible for sub
scribers to cause a continuous flow. Theye-an get from 
14 to 18 pints of water every time that they depress the 

handle, and stop the flow at 
will by raising it; and so too, 
by depressing the h a n  dIe 
slowly, they can vary the ve� 
locity of the flow, and conse
quently r e g u l a t e  the dis
charge. Whatever be the 
volume that flows, it will 
never be able to exceed that 
for which the cock has been 
regulated, seeing that its con
struction pre.epts any con
stant discharge o.f water from 
taking place, and that, too, 
whatever be the positio'n of 
the handle.-La Nature. 

Such an occurrence, how
ever, is extremely rare. In 
1885, there were but ten days IMPROVED DUMPING CART. 

in which the spring water The accompanying engrav-
failed to such a degree as to ing represents a novel forlll 
make it necessary to substi- of dumping cart, the inveQ� 
tute other water at certain fion of Mr. Reuben T. Scha]!;' 
points. We cannot help re- Fig.4.-DRILL FOR BORING HOLES IN WATER MAINS. Fig. 5.-CHAMEROY'S INTERMITTENT COCK. of Norristown, Pa. The axle 
gretting, nevert.heless, that is provided with two vertical 
the spring water mains have to ever be traversell. cven two strata of liq uid in �brium, it follows only the racks, formed upon the forwal'd faces of standards 
momentarily, by so impure water as that of the Seine motions that correspor;d to those that occur in the having, longitudinal slots. Engaging with the racks 
or other river. pressure gauge tube. Such motions are neces�arily al- are small gear wheels, carried by a transverse shaft 

The whole of one side of the water service exhibition most imperceptible, and every apparent depres�ion of mounted in hearings on the wagon frame. Upon 
haH is occupied by an immense model representing the the diaphragm is a sign of a leak in the branch ending , one side of the frame is mounted a train of gearing, 
processes employed in the distribution of water in at the pressure gauge, and is logically followed by an operated by means of a crank handle, and engaging 
Paris. This comprises a sidewalk raised above the increase that confirms the necessity of an examination. with the wheel that meshes with the rack, so that when 
floor, ,and which is reached by a lateral stairway. Along The apparatus communicates, through the lamp post, the crank is turned the gear wheels will travel, up the 
this sidewalk runs the public road way, and beneath with an extttrnal cast i�on dial, electro-plated with cop· racks, and raise t,he cart body and shafts. After the 
this is arranged a distributing main with which are per, and protected by a wire screen,through which may cart has been sufficiently ele\-ated to permit of the 
connected a fire hydrant" a water post, and hydrants 

I 
be read the state of the pressure in the main. Plates dumping of its load into a chute, a properly arranged 

for washing and �pt"inkling. Visitors ar& thus easily in relief, forming part of .the e-tegaptly designed dial' lE)ver upon the side of the cart opposite the gearing j� 
enabled to obtain an idea of the way in which water is case, goive the nature of the water, the number of the drawn down, and the bod'y of the cart swung to the po
introduced for the various requirements of the public station, the diameter of the main, and the respective sit ion shown in the engraving, the real' end being sup· 
streets, for cleaning and sprinkling purposes, and for altitudes of the latter, of the ground, and of the axis of ported by a staff connected with the lever neal' its 
the fire service. At one point of the sidewalk is shown the pressure gauge (Fig. 2). back end. TlJe cart frame i� provided with two studs, 
a sewer manhole, with a safety covering, invented by Another interesting apparatus is one that permits of having disk-shaped heads, which ride within the slots 
Mr. Boutillier, chief superintendent of bridges and bOring a hole in the main under pressure, in order to in the standards, and thus guide the cart body, thedisk� 
roadways. This device serves to prevent people from form a new branch at any point, without interrupting shaped heads fitting against the outer faceof the stand
falling-mto the sewer. It consists' of a metallic ring, the' circulation of the water. This is shown in Fig. 4. ards. The shafts are pivotally connected to the frame, 
to which are affixed converging ribs that support a The cock from which the new conduit is to branch is the forward parts of the side timbprs of which are slot
wire lattice work By reason of its light weight (13 inserted in the main while the hole is being bored, and ted to permit the passage of staples carried by the 
lb.), it can be easily carried about by one man (Fig. 3). automatically as it were, and the connection is made shafts, a bar being inserted in the staples above the 

Such as it is, with its 1,020miles of conduits, the pip- without the loss of a drop of water. During the ope- frame to keep the cart from dumpfng. 
ing for the water service of Paris is, as a whole, vaster ration. the few iron shavings that are formed drop into 
in extent than any other in the entire world. London, the main and are carried off by the water. As may be 
to cite but that city alone, is supplied by nine com- conceived, such cocks are numerous in a city like Paris, 
panies, whose lineR of piping are independent, so that, and llre still more so in the dwellings, for the various 
from this point of view, it fOl'ms nine distinct, cities, need'!! of daily consumption. . , 

The water is now delivered, as per policy, either by 
gauge or by the meter. Paying for it at so much per 
cock, which was formerly so much in vogue, for domes
tic uses, gave rise to so Illany abuses that it is now 
abandoned, save in the case of apartments, whel'e it is 
stipulated that the special cocks shall prevent a COll
tinuous flow. 'fhe vadous kinds of these cocks now 
used are shown at the exposition. Among them, there 
is one that is of very recent invention, and is due to 
Mr. H. Chameroy. This apparatus (Fig, 5) is thus put 
in place: The cap, H, is removed, and the piston, E, 
and clack val ve, D, are taken out; both the valve, D, 
and its seat are carefully' wiped, and the cock is 
screwed to a coupling affixed to the conduit. A glass 
of water is poured into the cock, in order to fill the 
lower chamber, M, the clack, D, is introduced, the 
chamber, F, is filled anew, and then the piston, D, is 
introduced with care up to the upper level of the cock, 
and the excess of water escapes through the upper ori
fice. Then, while the handle, L, is' held back, the cap 
is screwed on again. This operation is indispensable 
in order to expel the air contained in the chamber; for 

SCHALL'S IMPROVED DUMPING CART. l without such a precaution, ram strokes would occur. 
'l'he cock being charged, it suffices, in order to get 

each of which is equal to a second rate capital only. water, to push the handle down. When once the flow 
It very naturally result� that Paris is likewise the city is interrupted, the handle is raised, and then, on being 
in which it is most troubiesollle to discover leakages, depressed anew, the same volume of water will flow. 
and in which it is most difficult to prevent errors in the The internal mechanism operates as follows : When 
details of ll�anel1vering, and to find t,hem out soon the handle is pushed downward, the cam repels the 
enough to remedy thelll in time, after they have been piece, G, which drives the upper piston, E; the water 
committed. It is iltlportant. then, to know at every in the chambel', F, transmits this motion to the lower 
moment whether all i� well with the distribution, that piston, 0, which is connected with the clack, B, and 
ieto say, whethpl' the [lI'P;;slIl'e is IUlY'where lower than the water escapes freely through the orifice, 0; but 
it'ough.t to ue. FOI' :I�m'l't.n.illill� this, the ad J l l inis tra- the action of the spring cause8, the clack, B, to rise 80 
t'ion, three al Lll It lilt! f yenl's ag' '. f·�talJlishellIlHlIlollleter slowly that the water in the chamber, F, finds it diffi
stations, deliigned ["I' f:ll'iiitatill;,:' 1110 st'ltrnh fot' leak- cult to escape through the small clack, D, which closes 
ages,and fortliecolltl'oloftll(),:i,;trilJutitlg'lu:tucllvel's. the conduit, Z, more orle8s perfectly, If the water 
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CURTAIN FASTENER, 

The curtain fastener herewith illustrated is the in-
vention of Mr. ,\Vrn, Wiedemann, of Lawrence, Kall. 
To the base plate are pivotally connected two jaws � 
the inner portion of each jaw is formed with a semicir-

WIEDEMANN'S CURTAIN FASTENER . 

cular recess and the outer portions forill thumb wings, 
and are normally held apart by a spring. By pressing 
npon the thumb wings, the jaws are thrown apart to 
permit the head of the button to pass between them, 
so that when the pressure is released the jaws will close 
about the shank of the button and firmly hold it. In 
applying this fastener to a carriage or other form of 
curtain, ears on the base plate are forced' through the 
curtain and passed through apertures made in a retain
ing ring, after which the eal's are turned down to clamp 
the fastener to the curtain. This fastener will hold 
the curtain against displallelllent by the wind, and can 
be easily buttoned and un,buttoned, 
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